Also, a new fusion rule, SDL-improved, is presented. 
Dubois-Prade Theory, while for the case when the hypotheses are not exclusive one can use Dezert-Smarandache Theory, while for non-exhaustivity one uses TBM. 
The power set is closed under 4, while the hyper-power set is closed under both 4 and 3. Formula (2) allows the use of intersection of sets (for the non-exclusive hypotheses) and it is called DSm classic rule.
The conjunctive rule (1) and its extension (2) to DSmT are associative, which is a nice property needed in fusion combination that we need to extend to other rules derived from it. Unfortunately, only three fusion rules derived from the conjunctive rule are known as associative, i.e. Dempster's rule, Smets's TBM's rule, and Dezert-Smarandache classic rule, the others are not. For unification of theories let's note by G either 2 T or D T depending on theories.
The conflicting mass k 12 is computed similarly:
Formulas (1), (2), (3) can be generalized for any number of masses s ¦ 2.
Associativity.
The propose of this article is to show a simple method to combine the masses in order to keep the associativity and the Markovian requirement, important properties for information fusion.
Let m 1 , m 2 , m 3 : G t [0, 1] be any three masses, and a fusion rule denoted by / operating on these masses. One says that this fusion rule is associative if:
which is also equal to (m 1 /m 2 /m 3 )(A) for all A c G.
4. Markovian Requirement. 
Similarly, only three fusion rules derived from the conjunctive rule are known satisfying the Markovian Requirement, i.e. Dempster's rule, Smets's TBM's rule, and DezertSmarandache classic rule.
The below algorithm will help transform a rule into a Markovian rule.
Fusion Algorithm.
A trivial algorithm is proposed below in order to restore the associativity and Markovian properties to any rule derived from the conjunctive rule. Let's consider a rule ae formed by using: first the conjunctive rule, noted by ç, and second the transfer of the conflicting mass to non-empty sets, noted by operator "O" (no matter how the transfer is done, either proportionally with some parameters, or transferred to partial or total ignorances and/or to the empty set; if all conflicting mass is transferred to the empty set, as in Smets's rule, there is no need for transformation into an associative or Markovian rule since Smets's rule has already these properties).
The idea is simple, we store the conjunctive rule's result (before doing the transfer) and, when a new mass arises, one combines this new mass with the conjunctive rule's result, not with the result after the transfer of conflicting mass. ) needed for decision-making. e) …And so one the algorithm is continued for any number n ¦ 3 of masses.
The properties of the conjunctive rule, i.e. associativity and satisfaction of the Markovian requirement, are transmitted to the fusion rule ae too.
This is the algorithm we use in DSmT in order to conserve the associativity and Markovian requirement for DSm hybrid rule and SDL improved rule for n ¦ 3.
Depending on the type of problem to be solved we can use in DSmT either the hybrid rule, or the SDL rule, or a combination of both (i.e., partial conflicting mass is transferred using DSm hybrid, other conflicting mass is transferred using SDL improved rule).
Yet, this easy fusion algorithm can be extended to any rule which is composed from a conjunctive rule first and a transfer of conflicting mass second, returning the associativity and Markovian properties to that rule.
One can remark that the algorithm gives the same result if one applies the rule ae to n ¦ 3 masses together, and then one does the transfer of conflicting mass. Within DSmT we designed fusion rules that can transfer a part of the conflicting mass to partial or total ignorance and the other part of the conflicting mass to non-empty initial sets, depending on the type of application.
A non-associative rule that can be transformed through this algorithm into an associative rule is called quasi-associative rule. And similarly, a non-Markovian rule than can be transformed through this algorithm into a Markovian rule is called quasi-Markovian rule.
SDL-improved Rule.
Let T = {t 1 , t 2 , …, t n } be the frame of discernment and two masses m 1 , m 2 : G t [0, 1]. One applies the conjunctive rule (1) or (2) depending on theory, then one calculates the conflicting mass (3). In SDL improved rule one transfers partial conflicting masses, instead of the total conflicting mass. If an intersection is empty, say A3B = Ã, then the mass m(A3B) is transferred to A and B proportionally with respect to the non-zero sum of masses assigned to A and respectively B by the masses m 1 , m 2 . Similarly, if another intersection, say A3C3D = Ã, then again the mass m(A3C3D) is transferred to A, C, and D proportionally with respect to the non-zero sum of masses assigned to A, C and respectively D by the masses m 1 , m 2 . And so on 'til all conflicting mass is distributed. Then one cumulates the corresponding masses to each non-empty set.
For two masses one has the formula:
for Ã g A c D 
For more masses one applies the algorithm to formulas (7) and (8). 
Numerical Examples.
We show how it is possible to use the above fusion algorithm in order to transform a quasiassociative and quasi-Markovian rule into an associative and Markovian one. If one applies the DSm hybride rule to all three masses together one gets the same result (R2).
We showed on this example that DSm hybrid applied within the algorithm is associative We didn't take into account any discounting of masses. 
Conclusion.
We propose an elementary fusion algorithm that transforms any fusion rule (which first uses the conjunctive rule and then the transfer of conflicting masses to non-empty sets, except for Smets's rule) to an associative and Markovian rule. This is very important in information fusion since the order of combination of masses should not matter, and for the Markovian requirement the algorithm allows the storage of information of all previous masses into the last result (therefore not necessarily to store all the masses), which later will be combined with the new mass. In DSmT, using this fusion algorithm for n ¦ 3 sources, the DSm hybrid rule and SDLi are commutative, associative, Markovian, and SDLi also satisfies the impact of vacuous belief function.
